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White
Milk coffees based on either Napoli or Honey Hills blend. Fresh, full-cream 
milk used as standard, no extra charge for low-fat, almond, coconut 
or soy milk. 

CAPPUCCINO     135
Double ristretto shot with open, aerated milk 

FLAT WHITE     135
Double ristretto shot with dense milk foam

PICCOLO LATTE     95
Single ristretto shot with a small serve of hot milk 

LATTE     145
Double ristretto shot with a large serve of hot milk

MACCHIATO     125
Double ristretto shot with a small serve of open, aerated milk

MOCHA     135
Double ristretto shot with chocolata and dense milk foam

Slow Pour
V60 slow-pour coffees that bring out the expressions of our single origin 
coffee selection. A lighter style coffee preperation that we recomended 
to enjoy without milk but ask for your favorite on the side.

Note that slow pour coffee’s require a somewhat longer preperation time 
than espresso based coffee.

These single origin coffee’s are listed from higher to lower altitude’s, 
ranging from more floral (higher) to nutty (lower) tones.

2,000 M | RWANDA, GAKENKE, COKO SECTOR
MUSASA MBILIMA   165
Fully washed red bourbon cofffee processed in the 2,000 meters high 
located Musasa Dukunde Kawa cooperative washing station. 
Notes of brown spiced sugar, and dark fruit 

1,700 M | PAPUA NEW GUINEA, ENORI KORI
VIRGIN MOUNTAIN   165
Wet processed and sun dried typica coffee grown in the Nori Kori Valley 
by small holder farmers at around 1,700 meters high. 
Notes of caramel, vanilla, cherry & apricot 

1,600 M | COLOMBIA, HUILA, LA PRADERA
FINCA LA ESMERELDA   165
Wash processed and sun-dried, caturra coffee grown by Ruben Dario 
Yaime and his wife Lucia in the Huila district.
Notes of candied lemon, raw honey and a tea-like body

1,300 M | THAILAND, CHIANG MAI 
ITDP - HUNTER’S BREW   145
Honey processed Thai Arabica coffee produced hand in hand with 
the Integrated Tribal Development Program. The coffee has a lineage 
dating back to 1954.  
Notes of walnut, graham crackers, golden raisin
    
1,000 M | BRAZIL, MINAS GERAIS, C. DAS VERTENTES
CHOCOLA   155
Natural processed yellow bourbon coffee grown by San Coffee in Minas 
Gerais by 4th - 5th generation of growers. This coffee is UTZ & Rainforest 
allience certified.  
Notes of chocolate, dried plum, cloves and molasses 

Black
NAPOLI | MEDIUM - DARK ROAST
Italian trademarked recipe, medium to dark roasted coffee with notes of 
malt, cocoa and caramel apple. 

HONEY HILLS | LIGHT TO MEDIUM ROAST
Lighter, contemporary style recipe, light to medium roast with notes of 
baker’s chocolate, maple syrup and raisin

Decaffinated blend available.

ESPRESSO    115  
All our espresso’s are served in double ristretto style, add 80 
for a double serve.

AMERICANO   125
Double ristretto shot of your choice of either two coffee blends, 
served with hot water on the side. 

LONG BLACK     125
Double ristretto shot of either one of the above blends, served 
on top of 100ml hot water  

BEANS



 BEANS & LEAVES

Cold Drip 
With a cold-drip extraction over a ten hour period, followed by a minimum
of 3 days of aging, we are able to bring out the more subtle flavour 
characteristics of our single origin, Chiang Mai coffee. The result is a strong, 
dynamic coffee with a smooth finish.

Extracting coffee cold also allows eliminates most of the bitter oils that 
are typically found in heat extracted coffee, making cold drip easier on 
both the palate and digestive system. Have it here or take it home - or both!

THAILAND, CHIANG MAI | ITDP - HUNTER’S BREW
Honey processed Thai Arabica coffee produced hand in hand with the 
Integrated Tribal Development Program. The coffee has a lineage dating 
back to 1954.  
Notes of walnut, graham crackers, golden raisin

BOTTLE 240 ML (BLACK/WHITE)  175*

BOTTLE 450 ML (BLACK/WHITE)  285*

* Cold drip coffee comes in their own classy glass bottle, return it for 
recycling and get THB 20 off.

COLD DRIP & LAPSANG SOUCHONG COCKTAIL  350

How would a Negroni style cocktail with Thai single origin cold dripped 
vodka come out? We asked ourselves the same thing and our mixologists
created a concoction from Vodka cold drip coffee, Campari,
sweet vermouth and Lapsang Souchong tea -very tasty as it turns out.

Iced
ICED MILK COFFEES   145  
Your choice of any espresso based milk coffee, iced

AFFOGATO   185
Espresso served over vanilla or smokey almond ice cream 

SHAKERRATO   145
Espresso with a drop of sugar shaken over ice
 
  

Cold Brew
Cold brew tea are teas that have steeped in cold water for a minimum 
of 8 hours. By not heating the tea during the infusion process the 
resulting tea is noticeably less bitter and shows a strong expression
of the flavor profile of the tea. This reduces the need to sweeten it up
but we have sugar syrup available on request.

TWG SILVER MOON 450 ML  185*
A blend of green teas accented with a grand berry and vanilla bouquet. 
Suave, with just a hint of spice.

TWG GREEN SENCHA 450 ML  185*
With an incomparable taste, grassy-sweet and delicately astringent, 
this pale Japanese green tea served as cold brew is refreshing & savoury.

* Cold brewed tea comes in their own classy glass bottle, return it for 
recycling and get THB 20 off.

H20
AVITEZ STILL (RECYCLABLE)  500ML  100

ACQUA PANNA 500ML  140

ACQUA PANNA 1000ML  225

S.PELLEGRINO 500ML  175

S.PELLEGRINO 1000ML  275

Local
THAI ICED COFFEE   145
Traditional thai coffee recipe is served over crushed ice and 
sweetened with condensed milk.



 

LEAVES & CHILLED

TWG Tea
1837 BLACK  150
Blend of black tea with notes of fruits and flowers from the Bermuda 
triangle, notos of ripe berries, anise, and caramel. 

SINGAPORE BREAKFAST  150
Natural blend of green tea, black tea, rich vanilla and rare spices. 
A complex flavour with a sweet and lingering aftertaste. 

IMPERIAL LAPSANG SOUCHONG  150
This smokey tea boasts beautiful leaves and a smooth, full-bodied flavour 
infused with the aroma of rare Chinese pine. 

ROYAL DARJEELING  150
This first flush black tea boasts a vibrant, sparkling taste that develops 
remarkable overtones of ripe apricots.

EARL GREY BUDDHA  150
This tea is inspired by the legendary Earl Grey blend and is composed 
of exquisite green teas and bergamot.  

JASMINE QUEEN  150
Intoxicating jasmine flowers enhance the sparkling elegance of this 
delicately fashioned green tea. 

EMPEROR SENCHA  150
This invigorating Japan green tea is ideal during or after a meal, as it is 
rich in vitamin C and contains little theine. 

SILVER MOON  150
A blend of green teas accented with a grand berry and vanilla bouquet. 
Suave, with just a hint of spice. 

ALEXANDRIA  150
A dreamy reminder of Arabian nights, this melange of green teas is 
subtly blended with mint and Mediterranean spices. 

VANILLA BOURBON  150
Red tea from South Africa blended with sweet TWG Tea vanilla. 
Enveloping, this is a theine-free tea. 

CHAMOMILE  150
Soft and soothing, these rare chamomile flowers boast a rich honey 
aroma and yield a golden, theine-free cup.

Iced
CINNAMON REMEDY  195
Earl Grey tea, cinnamon, orange, honey 

SPICED BERRY TEA  195
English Breakfast tea, cinnamon, strawberry, raspberry

WILD BERRY ICED TEA  195
Thai Tea, elderflower, wild berries

LYCHEE ICED TEA  195
English Breakfast tea, lychee, sweet & sour, ginger

PASSION ICED TEA  195
English Breakfast tea, passion fruit, honeydew

PINEAPPLE ICED TEA  195
English Breakfast tea, pineapple, mint, ginger ale 

POMEGRANATE ICED TEA  195
Chamomile tea, pomegranate, rosemary

Slow Pressed
RED   220
Beetroot, green apple, carrot, lemon

GREEN   220
Spinach, English cucumber, celery, pineapple

ORANGE   220
Pineapple, carrot, passionfruit, guava

PURPLE
Purple cabbage, Red apple, White pear, Lime  220



 

CHILLED

Blended
THE CRUNCH SMOOTHIE   225
Raspberry, vanilla, cornflakes, milk 

THE GUILT SMOOTHIE   225
Chocolate, peanuts, popcorn syrup, whipped cream, caramel

THE LOCAL SMOOTHIE   225
Thai tea, cinnamon, tea infused ice cream

Brewed
PALE LAGER
CHANG, THAILAND, 5%  180
FEDERBRAU, GERMANY/THAILAND, 5%  180
SINGHA, THAILAND, 5%  180
CORONA, MEXICO, 4.5%  300
VEDETT EXTRA BLONDE, BELGIUM, 5.2%  260  

WITBIER
VEDETT EXTRA WHITE, BELGIUM, 4.7%  260
HOEGAARDEN, BELGIUM 4.9%  320

AMERICAN PALE ALE
CHALAWAN, THAILAND 4.8%  220
TUATARA SAUVINOVA, NEW ZEALAND, 5.2%  300

INDIA PALE ALE
VEDETT EXTRA ORDINARY IPA, BELGIUM, 5.5%  280
DESCHUTES FRESH SQUEEZED IPA, USA, 6.4%  340

OTHER
BIRRADAMARE BIRRA ROMA BIONDA, MÄRZEN, 5.2%  280 
ROGUE DEAD GUY ALE, HELLER BOCK, USA, 6.5%  340
LEFFE BLONDE, PALE ABBEY BEER, BELGIUM, 6.6%  280
KAGUA BLANC, BELGIAN STRONG ALE, JAPAN/BELGIUM, 8%  420
THREE OAKS CIDER, AUSTRALIA, 5.3%  320

Stirred
CHOR MUANG   370
Butterfly pea berry infused raspberry vodka, 
lime juice, 24k Gold Dust

MINT JULEP   320
Maker’s Mark, mint, sugar

NEGRONI   320
Tanqueray gin, cinzano rosso, campari, orange twist

SAZERAC   400
Smoked Whiskey, bitters, absinthe, lemon twist 

Crushed
EL CLASSICO   325
Pampero Blanco rum, Pampero Seleccion rum, chopped limes, 
mint, soda

PASSIONFRUIT & STRAWBERRY   325   
Mount Gay rum, passionfruit, strawberry, lime, mint, soda

RASPBERRY & BLACK PEPPER   325
Pampero Blanco, raspberry, lime, mint, soda

Mixed - G+T
TANQUERAY   380
seasonal wild berries

BROKER’S   380
seaweed & orange peel

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE   380
raspberry & orange twist 

BEEFEATER 24   420
green tea & lemon peel

COARUNN   450
red apple 


